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Intro:
1. The most important crowning event in all history is the coming of Christ - or
     what some theologians call “the Christ Event”, because “advent”– the Christ
     Event– includes his birth, life, death, resurrection.
2. I think we often think of the 2nd coming as the greatest event– but the 2nd
     coming it’s only the windup of what has already been accomplished in the initial
     coming of Christ.
3. Christmas - advent - is the beginning of the great of all events in world/cosmic
     history.

I. The fulness of time
Rome was by God to prepare the way for the coming of the Messiah:

   •  “Pax Romana” (roman peace) - you could travel almost anywhere in the
        civilized world - for the first time in recorded history you get “relatively” safely.

   •  Roman Roads - it’s hard to emphasize how important this was. No more
complete isolation of communities. Before the Roman Roads travel was

         difficult and very slow.

   •  Roman structure & organization
- security - Roman legions were stationed in every important city
- coinage - business flourished with regular currency and trade regulation.

   •  Greek language - one of the leftovers of Hellenism
- no accident that he N.T. was written in Greek - critical for the world-wide

           spread of the gospel. If it had been written in Aramaic, the young Christian
           movement would have stalled - no one read Aramaic except those in “holy
           Land”.

   •  Religious/philosophical vacuum
- pluralism with a vengeance
- bankrupt idolatry
- mystery religions (like new age - spirituality w/o religion)

   • Disfunctional Judaism
- bankrupt legalism
- look at Jesus’ attitude toward the Judaism of his day - Matt. 23

   •  World census - Luke 2:1-5 - caused Jesus to be born in Bethlehem as the
        prophet Micah had predicted  5:2. The first world census that is recorded.
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II. Born of a woman
   • But not the normal way - conceived by the Holy Spirit - Lk. 1:31-35.
• God not only prepared world events, He also prepared people - Joseph and
       Mary. Both of them described as “righteous” people. The text says that Mary
       found favor with the Lord - same language as Noah, means that God gave the
       grace.
   • the Bible clearly and unequivocally teaches that Mary was a virgin, impregnated
       by the Holy Spirit.  Matt. 1:18-23; Lk. 1:26-38.
   •  virgin birth is central and critical to who Jesus is and to our salvation. You
      can’t explain his supernatural life, death and res without it.

[illus] Many Bible scholars (and others) fall off the log here. William Barclay
believed that it was a nice story describing “the character of a lovely
girl”, but did not require us to believe in a ‘virgin birth’ and is not
necessary to our salvation to believe it. [well excuse me, but it is!!!)

   • the phrase “born of a woman” is a phrase that immediately catches one’s
      attention. But the biblical writers were very careful to balance Jesus’ humanity
      and divinity.

Rom. 1:1-4
2 Tim 2:8

   • But the humanity of the Messiah was/is critical - 2 Jn. 7.
   •  Son of David (17x) - prophetic latitude - Is called the “son of Joseph” 2x both
       times in a derisive sense.

  - Matt. 22:41-42

III. Born under the Law
   • this is the whole fulfilling the Law rather than abolishing it, thing. I won’t treat
      it this time since we have recently covered it at length in our study of Romans
      chapter 7.


